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Abstract

It is shown herein that intuitive and text book steric clash based interpretation of the higher
energy “in in” xylene isomer (as arising solely from the repulsive CH HC contact) with
respect to the corresponding global minimum “out out” configuration (where the clashing

H bonds are tilted out) is misleading. It is demonstrated that the two hydrogen atoms
engaged in the CH HC contact in “in in” are involved in attractive interaction so they
cannot explain the lower stability of this isomer. We have proven, based on the arsenal of
modern bonding descriptors (EDDB, HOMA, NICS, FALDI, ETS NOCV, DAFH,
FAMSEC, IQA), that in order to understand the relative stability of “in in” versus “out out”
xylenes isomers one must consider the changes in the electronic structure encompassing the
entire molecules as arising from the cooperative action of hyperconjugation, aromaticity and
unintuitive London dispersion plus charge delocalization based intra molecular CH HC
interactions.
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1 Introduction

Chemistry dates back to the B.C. period and therefore it has developed primarily upon
empirical observations.1 Such observations have allowed to establish a number of useful
chemical concepts, which helped interpreting and rationalizing the observed phenomena.1

One of the best examples is the concept of steric hindrance – according to the IUPAC
terminology it “arises from crowding of substituents”.2 It is, for instance, well recognized and
intuitively understandable that the eclipsed ethane conformer (containing aligned C H
bonds) is less stable than the corresponding staggered configuration. Classically, it has been
interpreted as originating solely from the superior steric C H/C H repulsion in the former
case.3 A while later a hyperconjugation effect has been identified as a cofactor determining
the superior stability of staggered vs. eclipsed ethane.3 The VSEPR theory4 is another well
recognized and useful example in which the overall repulsion between lone electron pairs is a
priori assumed. However, it is now understood that some atoms surrounded by electron pairs
might exhibit an electron deficient regions (so called holes), what leads to attractive
interactions with nucleophiles.5 Another illustration is the aromaticity term originally
introduced just to distinguish different odours of unsaturated homologues as compared to
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typical saturated hydrocarbons – nowadays, a number of quantum chemistry based
aromaticity criteria exists.6 In spite of the substantial progress in this field, transition metal
based systems still constitute a real challenge for most of aromaticity quantifiers.7 These
examples clearly demonstrate that intuitively correct concepts and interpretations established
before the quantum chemistry was born, though in many cases correctly capture some parts
of the reality, often lack some crucial physical contributions. To this end, they still must be
deeply explored (both computationally and experimentally), verified and further developed.

In the same vein, Wagner and Schreiner8 as well as Liptrot and Power,9 in their
comprehensive reviews have nicely tried to redefine borders between the orthodox steric
repulsion concept and dispersive stabilization in sterically demanding organic and
organometallic systems. It is now clear that bulky substituents add significant dispersion
stabilization, which in many cases can compensate over the Pauli (kinetic) repulsion.8, 9 As
selected examples: Bistoni and co workers have performed a series of accurate CCSD(T)
calculations for various chemical bonds in bulky species and discovered the importance of
London dispersion energy,10 we have recognized stabilizing role of inter molecular CH HC
dihydrogen interactions in organic and metaloorganic polimeric structures11 similarly to Datta
et al.,12 Krapp et al.,12b Escheveria et al.,13 and Shaik et al.14 in a series of other sizeable
species.

An intriguing and of general importance a fundamental question arises at this point – namely,
are intra molecular CH HC dihydrogen interactions attractive in relatively small organic
molecules? It has been recently demonstrated,15a, 22 using various bonding descriptors, that
the lower stability of the cis buthene vs. trans buthene is rooted in the destabilization of
the ‘bottom’ ethylenic CH=CH fragment, contrary to the classical intuitive interpretation
based on the ‘top’ CH HC steric repulsion.15c, 15d Remarkably, we have also discovered the
CH HC stabilization in trans butene,15a which is formed between C H bonds of the
methyl and ethylenic units. It is also important to reference the pioneering and controversial
discussions on CH HC contacts in biphenyl.15d–15j These results prove that the origin of
hydrocarbons stability, as well as the nature of intramolecular CH HC interactions, is not
straightforwardly predictable and, accordingly, it must be further deeply studied by various
methods of quantum chemistry. Equally important is that one should not focus solely on an
arbitrarily (and intuitively) selected region of a molecule when rationalizing relative stability
of its isomers – therefore, very careful and open minded approach is warranted when
intuitively applying concepts that are deeply rooted in chemistry. Even more crucial for
chemistry is to confront these old concepts with modern wavefunction based methods.

Accordingly, in our further quest of comprehensive work toward in depth understanding of
hydrocarbons stability, this contribution aims at shedding light on the origin of relative
energies between the two xylene isomers (labelled as out out and in in) in terms of well
recognized concepts in chemistry, Figure 1. These conformers contain the methyl units
located at ortho position – the lowest ground state isomer is characterized by the C H bonds
which are tilted out of each other (hence the label out out), whereas the higher energy in in
structure contains the clashing CH HC interaction, Figure 1. Additionally, the intermediate
isomer in out will be considered for a brief comparison. This is a case study to describe,
verify and pinpoint a possible interplay between well recognized chemical concepts starting
from the typical textbook steric repulsion, going through hyperconjugation electronic effects
to end up with the aromaticity (resonance) phenomena. To this end, our main goal herein is to
shed novel light on the origin of relative stability of xylene isomers due to applying a wide
spectrum of chemical bonding and electronic structure descriptors starting from the electron
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density of delocalized bonds EDDB method7c, 16 suitable for qualitative and quantitative
investigations of electron delocalization and aromaticity (additionally to the HOMA and
NICS tools) and the recently proposed FALDI based conformational deformation density,17

going through the MO based charge and energy decomposition scheme ETS NOCV,18 DAFH
eigenvectors,19 to end up with the real space based QTAIM,20 Interacting Quantum Atoms
(IQA)21 and FAMSEC22 approaches. Their main ideas are in brief described in Experimental
Section, whereas more details can be found in the ESI file (separately as parts 1–4).

Figure 1. Relative energies based on DFT and wavefunction methods together with the selected bond lengths
and interatomic distances (in Å) in out out (global minimum), in out (TS  first order saddle point) and in in
(local minimum) conformers of xylene.

2 Results and Discussion

An analysis of the stability of three o xylene isomers with the use of an array of methods,
including the DFT, MP2 and CCSD, provided their relative energies, as presented in Figure
1. The global minimum out out isomer is consistently more stable by 2.5–2.8 kcal/mol than
in in isomer (also minimum energy structure) and by 1.1–1.6 kcal/mol with respect to the
transition state in out regardless of the method applied, Figure 1. It is in accord with the
theoretical (low level HF) investigations.23 The experimentally determined methyl rotor
barriers which range (depending on a technique applied) between 500–700 cm 1 (1.4–2.0
kcal/mol)23c also fit well to our estimations, Figure 1.

Let us at first stage describe the interaction between Me units and phenyl rings – in order to
achieve this goal we have applied our charge and energy decomposition method ETS NOCV
which enables to extract and quantify various bonding constituents ( , , , etc.).18 The
obtained results demonstrate, interestingly in line with the stability order of o isomers, that
the methyl unit in out out is the strongest bonded to the phenyl ring with respect to both
remaining conformations: in in (by ca. Eint 2 kcal/mol) and in out (by ca. Eint 0.8
kcal/mol), Figure 2, Figure 1. It correlates very well with the systematic elongation of the

C distances from 1.5122 Å for out out going through 1.5163/1.5153 Å for in out to end up
with 1.5176 Å in the case of in in, Figure 1. Since the structural and energetic differences
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between out out and clearly the intermediate in out are very minute, in the forthcoming
sections we shall focus predominantly on comparison between out out vs. in in (both
minima) for which the obtained differences are the most pronounced (and accordingly they
are quantitatively discussible).

Interestingly, although the methyl unit in out out experiences slightly more Pauli (kinetic)
repulsion [due to (C H)/ (C=C) overlaps] by ca. 1.30 kcal/mol as compared to in in, it is
easily overcompensated by more pronounced charge delocalization [ Eorb by 1.2 kcal/mol]
and electrostatic [ Eelstat by 1.7 kcal/mol] terms giving rise to the overall interaction energy

Eint 117.7 kcal/mol for out out and Eint 115.9 kcal/mol for in in, Figure 2A. The ETS
NOCV estimated methyl bonding constituents for in out (and out in) falls roughly in between
out out and in in, Figure 2A.

In order to further understand the origin of more pronounced Eorb for out out vs. in in we
have decomposed the corresponding orb into the NOCV's based contributions orb(i),
Figure 2B. The major channel orb ) clearly shows formation of the covalent C C bond
between the methyl and phenyl ring what corresponds to Eorb )= 179.9 kcal/mol for out
out and it is slightly more stabilizing than the corresponding Eorb )= 178.6 kcal/mol for
in in, Figure 2B. Importantly, we have also extracted the type deformation density channel,
perpendicular to the phenyl ring, orb ) showing the hyperconjugation type effects which
originate from the intra methyl (C H) *(C H) and intra phenyl (C=C) *(C=C)
charge delocalizations, Figure 2B. It can be considered as a response of electron density to
Pauli repulsion which is in turn induced by efficient (C H)/ (C=C) overlaps. Such 
delocalization (aromaticity) is more pronounced for out out vs. in in, Figure 2B. The former

(C H) *(C H) charge delocalization is consistently reflected in a slight elongation of the
engaged C H bonds by 0.001 Å upon in in out out transition Figure 1. Non equivalence
of the in plane (Hin) and out of plane (Hout) methyl C H bonds is also seen from the
experimental gas phase overtone spectra23d and from our calculated C H frequencies (ESI,
part 2, Table 2.2 and Figure 2.11).

It shall be pointed out, that the above ETS NOCV results demonstrating more efficient 
resonance (at phenyl ring) as well as within the methyl units in out out vs. in in have been
confirmed by the aromaticity calculations by means of the three well recognized descriptors:
representing structural based (HOMA),7a magnetic  (NICS),7b and the electronic based
(EDDB),7c, 16 ESI, part 3, Table 3.1. We have determined that both resonance delocalizations
are more pronounced in the case of out out (by 2.7 % at Me units and by % at Ph ring).
These results demonstrate that the presence of four C H bonds (within the two Me units)
interacting between each other and with the phenyl ring in out out with respect to only two
clashing C H bonds in in in, results not only in a more pronounced methyl binding energy
(reflected by the shortening of the corresponding C C(Me) bonds), but also in amplification
of the electron density changes (resonance) at the phenyl ring. The latter is in turn reflected
by an increase of the aromaticity for out out vs. in in (ESI, part 3, Table 3.1).
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Figure 2. ETS NOCV results describing the methyl bonding in out out vs. out in, in out and in in.
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It is finally crucial to point out that, apart from the already determined major effects, one can
additionally notice formation of the secondary weak charge delocalizations due to the bay
type CH11 12HC contacts in in in isomer orb(rest) and astonishingly the side type
CH14 7HC/ CH18 10HC (see Figure 2B) as well as the bay type
CH12 11HC/{CH17 15HC interactions in out out conformation, (ESI, part 2, Figure 2.6).
The latter silent interactions discovered in out out are observed despite the fact, that they lack
corresponding QTAIM bond critical points as opposed to the one detected only for
CH11 12HC in in in. It shall be pointed out that the charge density accumulation between
the corresponding hydrogen atoms [in in: H11 H12, out out: H14 H7/H18 10H,
H12 H11, H17 H15] is also visible when considering the overall deformation density

total plots (ESI, part 2, Figures 2.6–2.7) and DAFH eigenvectors (ESI, part 2, Figure 2.8),
what proves that the Pauli doesn't fully cancel out the ‘electronic’ stabilization. Our
conclusions are valid regardless of the fragmentations applied (ESI, part 2, Figure 2.6, Figure
2.7). Similar conclusions are valid when considering the conformational deformation density
descriptor (ESI part 4, Figure 4.1). Detailed analyses of (3, 1) CP(H12,H11) in in in and its
close vicinity indicate, that the entire C13 H12/C16 H11 fragments participate in the
bonding, therefore, it is more appropriate to refer to this interaction as C13H12 H11 C16
rather than H12 H11 (ESI part 4, Figure 4.5, Table 4.2).

To further support these findings we have performed 1H NMR calculations for out out and in
in – the results gathered in ESI (part 2, Figure 2.9) nicely differentiate the hydrogen atoms
involved in the mentioned dihydrogen (bay and side types) interactions. Since the NOCV
deformation density channels corresponding to the identified dihydrogen contacts are
significantly delocalized and it is impossible to quantify (through ETS NOCV) their all
constituents, in the forthcoming sections we have decided to make use of simply atomic
energies as well as the recently developed IQA21 based FAMSEC22 (real space fragment
attributed molecular system energy change) approach which allows to analyse the nature of
chemical bonding in the atomic resolution. It will be also expressed and discussed in terms of
interactions between larger molecular fragments. Details of FAMSEC are found in ESI (part
1).

It is reasonable to assume that the energy of atoms involved in a steric clash destabilising the
in in conformer should increase as, according to classical interpretations, they should become
strained. A topology of distribution throughout a molecule (it was computed on the
out out in in transformation) is shown in Figure 3a (a full set of data is included in the ESI,
part 1, Figure 1.1, Table 1.1). For clarity, only atoms for which >±0.05 kcal/mol are
marked. It is important to recall that these atomic energies are additive meaning that the sum
of changes in the values is equal to the change in electronic energies of the two
conformers, E=Ein in Eout out. There are only four atoms (two atom pairs) that experienced a
decrease in their energies and each atom of the ‘clashing’ H11 H12 atom pair became
stabilised most and 5 times more that the C1/C6 atom pair of the ring.
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Figure 3. Topology of changes in additive atomic (part a) and fragment's energies (part b) as well as selected
loc FAMSEC energy terms computed for the indicated molecular fragments on the out out in in (parts c and
d) and in in out out (part e) structural changes of xylene. Atoms and fragments stabilized are marked by blue
coloured solid line rectangles and destabilised by red coloured dashed line rectangles. All values are in
kcal/mol.

Furthermore, by summing up additive energies of atoms of the CH11 H12 C fragment and
the bay, we obtained 2.1 and 2.5 kcal/mol, respectively, showing that these fragments’
additive energies decreased. Hence, neither the H11 H12 and CH11 H12 C fragments nor
the bay can be linked with E=Ein in Eout out=+2.8 kcal/mol computed at the MP2 level.
Notably, among atoms that became destabilised, H14 and H18 experienced most significant
increase in energy (  =+1.6 kcal/mol) that is four times larger than the second in value
+0.4 kcal/mol obtained for the H15/H17 and C2/C5 atom pairs. This means that on the in
in out out change the H14/H18 would become most stabilised (with 1.6 kcal/mol
each) whereas H11/H12 most destabilised (with =+1.1 kcal/mol each). This clearly
demonstrates that the homopolar CH HC dihydrogen interactions involving CH7/CH10 of
phenyl and the CH14/CH18 of methyl groups in out out (i. e., the “side” CH7 H14 C and
CH10 H18 C interactions) as well as CH11/CH12 of both methyl groups in the in in
conformer lead to the decrease of relevant H atoms’ energies, hence also decrease the
electronic energies of respective xylene conformers.
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We have also performed a similar analysis for the out out in out transformation (ESI, part
1, Table 1.1). Data obtained shows that the rotation of a single Me functional group

C13H3) resulted in a decrease of the additive energy of H12 by very much the same value
of 1.1 kcal/mol as found for the out out in in transformation even though H12 is not
involved is steric clashes with H11 and H17 due to the interatomic distances of 2.36 Å. This
finding conclusively shows that the stabilising in nature change in the values
computed for H12/H11 on either single or double Me functional group rotation has nothing to
do with relative position of these two atoms. Further support is provided by the data in the
ESI (part 1, Table 1.1) that shows that step wise Me groups rotations, from out out to in out
followed by in out to in in (where H12 and H11 are in steric contact) resulted in the decrease
in additive atomic energies of H12 and H11 by the same value of 1.1 kcal/mol. Also, a
simultaneous rotation of both Me groups produced the same output in terms of these H atoms
additive energy change. These findings are in direct contrast to classical thinking on one hand
and on the other clearly suggest that there must be other reason of the observed phenomenon.

An additional insight can be gained from the analysis of the loc FAMSEC terms that quantify
energy changes entirely restricted to the 3D space occupied by a selected molecular fragment.
With focus on the bay where H12 and H11 are involved in a steric contact (Figure 3c) we
found that on out out in in the C13H12 H11 C16 and C13 C1 C6 C16 fragments have
been stabilised by 5.1 and 2.2 kcal/mol, respectively. As a matter of fact the entire bay has
been stabilised significantly (by 6.0 kcal/mol) and, from the 2 atom perspective, the H12–
H11 contact in in in experienced a small decrease (by 0.5 kcal/mol – Figure 3d) in the
energy confined to the 3D space occupied by the two atoms. These data corroborate with
changes in additive energies, either atomic or that of a fragment, very well and provide
additional and quantified argument against destabilising impact of the steric H12–H11
contact in the in in higher energy isomer of xylene (note that all bonded atom pairs of the bay
became locally stabilised and among them the C1 C6 fragment experienced most negative
loc FAMSEC of 4.6 kcal/mol; Figure 3d). Finally, selected relevant fragments that became
stabilised on the opposite structural change, in in out out, are shown in Figure 3e – the most
crucial is gain of the “side” H7 H14/H10 H18 stabilisation as well as the “bay” type from
H15 H17 which fully corroborates the results from ETS NOCV and other approaches
(FALDI, DAFH, ESI, parts 2 and 4). A large set of loc FAMSEC data computed for
numerous molecular fragments is included and discussed in part 1 of the ESI.

All the above data provides undeniable multiple evidence that the classical interpretation of
xylene in in conformer's instability (with respect to out out) is entirely wrong. It is absolutely
clear that not only the ‘steric’ H11–H12 contact in the in in conformer must be seen as a
H11 H12 interaction of stabilising nature (  = 4.8 kcal/mol) but the battery of
different descriptors revealed that on out out in in these two atoms experienced stabilising
in nature of 3.5 kcal/mol that is most significant among all 153 atom pairs, they
became most stabilised in terms of their atomic additive energies (  = 1.1 kcal/mol),
the entire 3D space occupied by them experienced energy change in a stabilizing manner
(loc FAMSEC<0), and they found themselves in most friendly molecular environment with
most significant change in of 5.2 kcal/mol. The latter energy term quantifies the
interaction energy change between an atom A and all the remaining atoms of a molecular
system treated as a fragment R. It is a useful energy term as it can be attributed to how
‘friendly’ (or otherwise) a new molecular environment became toward a selected atom and,
e. g., <0 points at attractive in nature change in interactions between A and R. A final
nail to the coffin of classical interpretation of the H H contacts comes from the mol
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FAMSEC term (Figure 4) that describes an energy contribution of a selected molecular
fragment to the molecular system on this system change from any initial to a final
state/structure. The H11/H12 molecular fragment has made an energy contribution of
stabilizing nature to the in in conformer with mol FAMSEC= 3.8 kcal/mol (Figure 4a) and
this is the largest (most negative) contribution made among all unique (153) 2 atom
fragments. It must be finally noticed, in line with the above observations, that at present time
intra molecular CH HC in planar biphenyl are also found attractive in the recent works
based on the powerful methods IQA,15e FAMSEC,22 IQA/REG15i and pioneering QTAIM15g,

15h as opposed to the repulsive text book interpretation favoured till now only in Ref [15d].

Figure 4. Topology of mol FAMSEC energy terms computed for the indicated molecular fragments on the out
out in in structural change of xylene. Fragments marked by blue coloured solid line rectangles and red
coloured dashed line rectangles made significant contribution to molecular stability and instability, respectively.
All values are in kcal/mol.

Hence, why in in is the higher energy conformer of xylene? Figure 4 shows that the relative
stability of the conformers cannot be attributed to a single molecular fragment and this is
consistent with a picture recovered from analysis of atomic and fragment additive energies as
well as loc FAMSEC terms discussed above. To this effect and following classical approach
in terms of paying attention just to two atoms, H14/H18 made largest positive contribution
(mol FAMSEC=+5.1 kcal/mol, Figure 4b); hence, they destabilised in in most among 153 2
atom fragments of xylene. Notably, this correlates very well with these atoms most signify-
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cant increase in additive atomic energies (Figure 3a). Moreover, C1/C6 is the only 2 atom
fragment of the bay that destabilised in in. We are of an opinion that it makes perfect sense to
consider meaningful larger fragments (i. e. MeC=CMe) – clearly less efficient hyperconjuga-
tion effects and consequently weaker methyl binding energies (as indicated by ETS NOCV
data) results in the enormous destabilisation of the entire top MeC=CMe of in in isomer as
revealed by mol FAMSEC=+7.1 kcal/mol (Figure 4c). The entire bottom aromatic ring of in
in is also destabilized to lesser extend with mol FAMSEC=+2.3 kcal/mol, Figure 4c, which is
in perfect accordance with the relatively weaker aromatic character (ESI, part 3). The “top”
bay itself also made unfavourable contribution but much smaller (mol FAMSEC=+1.0
kcal/mol) and clearly this is mainly due to contributions made by C1/C6 and not H11/H12
that made contribution of stabilising nature. Methyl functional groups made relatively small
unfavourable contribution (mol FAMSEC=+1.8 kcal/mol, Figure 4d) only because they
contain H11/H12 atoms that largely compensated highly positive contribution made by
H14/H18. Clearly, regardless how one selects molecular fragments, our analysis demon-
strates important roles played by H11/H12 and H14/H18 atom pairs that, respectively,
stabilised and destabilised in in relative to out out most. For those interested, a large set of
mol FAMSEC data is included in part 1 of the ESI. Finally, it is customary to reference, that
London dispersion forces is a crucial component of intramolecular dihydrogen bonding

H C in addition to charge delocalization contribution.15a The importance of the latter
term in other untypical anion  interactions has been also recognized.26 To further reference,
an excellent review on homopolar dihydrogen contacts in hydrogen storage materials is
available in Ref. [27]. Furthermore, Myburgh and co workers have also found, in line with
our observations herein, a negative exchange correlation term for the sterically congested

H atoms in cyclic hydrocarbons.15l Proton NMR chemical shifts have appeared to loosely
correlate with the exchange interaction energies for the considered cyclic hydrocarbons.15m

Although, the nature of close C H C contacts is still controversial,29 it shall be noticed,
that more and more suggestions appear in the recent literature which highlight the importance
of rather attractive C H C contacts.15a, 15b, 15e, 15i, 22, 30-33

3 Conclusions

This work provides in depth physical understanding of higher stability of the global
minimum out out xylene isomer (where four methyl C H bonds are titled out of the phenyl
ring) with respect to the corresponding in in rotamer (containing close C H C contact)
based on the arsenal of quantum chemical methods and bonding descriptors starting from
electron delocalization (EDDB) and aromaticity (HOMA, NICS) descriptors, going through
FALDI based conformational deformation density, molecular orbitals based the charge and
energy decomposition scheme ETS NOCV to end up with the real space based: QTAIM and
FAMSEC scheme rooted in the Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) energy decomposition.
Even though such unprecedented large diversity of different quantum chemical methods was
used, a remarkable agreement among numerous fundamental properties is observed that, in
our opinion, strongly supports our interpretation and major conclusions. First of all, contrary
to the text book and literature23c intuitive steric based interpretation, the two hydrogen atoms
(H12 H11) engaged in the homopolar close C H C contact in in in are involved in
attractive interaction so they can't explain the lower stability of this isomer with respect to
out out. It is proven, that superior stability of out out vs. in in can only be understood when
considering cooperative changes in the electronic structure at both the upper (MeC=CMe
unit) and bottom (phenyl rings) parts of the xylene isomers. It is consistently demonstrated
that out out experiences more efficient, Pauli repulsion driven, intra methyl hyperconjugation

(C H) *(C H) phenomenon amplifying the strength of methyl bonding and
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consequently the superior stability of the entire upper bay MeC=CMe fragment as well as
enhanced intra phenyl (C=C) *(C=C) resonance (aromatic) effects. Both these inter
related factors predominantly give rise to the superior stability of out out vs. in in.
Additionally and surprisingly, the side type homopolar dihydrogen interactions formed by the
methyl and phenyl C H bonds (H7 H14/H18 H10) are also found to stabilize out out.
These non covalent interactions together with the major hyperconjugation and resonance
effects encompassing an entire xylene molecules make out out isomer more stable than in in,
what proves, that it is of paramount importance to look holistically when rationalizing the
relative stability of organic species. Our recent investigations11, 15a and the data reported
herein prove that a simple application of well recognized, though deeply rooted in chemistry
concepts,1 which identify intuitively (and arbitrarily) a single region of a molecule as solely
responsible for the overall stability is totally misleading. These results also suggest, that
similar is likely to be valid for other hydrocarbons containing clashing C H bonds.

Experimental Section

FALDI

Conformational deformation density (a change from a reference conformer, ref, to a final
conformer, fin) is calculated as:17

where:

is the change in core density at r for atom A calculated through AA which is a transformation
matrix relating the relative position and orientation of an atom A in fin to its position and
orientation in ref. The resulting change in a specific diatomic delocalized density contribution
is:

where refers to the weighted contribution of at both AAr and ABr.17 More details
are in the ESI file, part 4.

FAMSEC

There are two main quantities defined within FAMSEC:22 loc FAMSEC and mol FAMSEC.
The former is defined as:

where the  term accounts for a self fragment (G) energy change due to conformational
change ref fin. The term quantifies the intrafragment interaction energy change and
when G is made of two atoms it quantifies a diatomic interaction energy21 change. From this
follows that loc FAMSEC might be useful in identifying parts of a molecule that experienced
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most significant decrease (or increase) of their energies that can be interpreted as being most
stabilised (or strained, respectively) in fin relative to ref. In order to assess if G stabilizes a
molecule when going to fin state one must account for the interaction with the remaining part
of a molecule (another molecular fragment H) giving rise to mol FAMSEC:

More details on FAMSEC can be found in ESI, part 1.

EDDB

The EDDB(r) function derives from the original method of the electron density (ED)
partitioning that has been introduced to provide a uniform approach to quantify electron
delocalization in molecular systems ED(r)=EDLA(r)+EDLB(r)+EDDB(r), where EDLA
represents electrons localized on atoms (inner shells, lone pairs), EDLB represents electrons
in Lewis like localized bonds, and EDDB represents electrons delocalized between
conjugated bonds (multicenter electron sharing, aromatic rings).7c, 16 The latter is calculated
based on diatomic blocks of a charge and bond order matrix.7c, 16 More details are in ESI file,
part 3.

DAFH

In the presented approach domain averaged Fermi hole19 is defined as:

where , subtracted from the ordinary electron density in a fixed point r1, is the
conditional probability of finding one electron of the pair in r1, provided the second electron
is allowed to move inside a certain region . The universal normalization of domain
averaged Fermi hole does not depend on the choice of that region, which enables us to select
holes averaged over the complex domains. The required quantity in the hole definition is the
number of electrons in region :

in which the factor N  stands for a statistical correction for the actual number of electrons in
. Taking into consideration SCF approximation, the Eq. (3) can be rewritten in the form:

where are occupied orbitals and

presents the overlap integral over the .
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ETS NOCV

The Natural Orbitals for Chemical Valence (NOCVs)18 are eigenvectors i which constitute
an unitary U matrix obtained from a simple diagonalization of the deformation density matrix

P°rb expressed in the basis of orthogonalized fragment orbitals k :

where v is a resulting diagonal matrix collecting NOCV's eigenvalues and M stands for a
number of fragment orbitals. P°rb (expressed in Löwdin representation) is calculated as a
difference between a density matrix of a molecule and those obtained for molecular
fragments. It has been shown, that NOCV's allow for decomposition of molecular
deformation density orb into chemically meaningful bonding contributions orb(i) with
different symmetries (e. g. , , , etc.) even for molecules with no symmetry:

ETS NOCV scheme allows for decomposition of orbital interaction term Eorb responsible
for charge delocalization due to bonding into NOCV based contributions Eorb(i).18 Overall
interaction energy between two fragments is divided into the following components

. Edist is called distortion term and it
corresponds to the energy needed for geometry change from the fragment's optimal geometry
to the one in the molecule. Next term ( Eelstat) is the electrostatic interactions between
fragments in their position within the molecule. The third term separates Pauli repulsion

EPauli) between occupied orbitals of fragments.18 We have applied BLYP D3/TZP which is
found to be an extremely reliable protocol for reproduction of experimental and accurate
theoretical outcomes concerning the nature of non covalent interactions28 (ESI, part 2, Figure
2.10).
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